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DEFEXPO 20 – VIBRANT & engaging

First India-Africa Defence
conclave held in Lucknow

Raksha Mantri Rajnath Singh addressing the first India-Africa Defence Ministers’ Conclave 2020, on the sidelines of the
DefExpo 20, in Lucknow on February 6, 2020. The Minister of State for AYUSH (Independent Charge) and Defence,
Shripad Yesso Naik and the Chief of Defence Staff (CDS), General Bipin Rawat are also seen.

R
BANDHAN
EVENTS on FEBRUARY 7, 2020
Bandhan, a ceremony for signing of
MoUs, launch of products and major
announcements, will be presided by
Raksha Mantri Rajnath Singh.
Handing over of LUH IOC Certificate
Ceremony, handing over of Licensing
Agreement for Transfer of Technology of DRDO to Industries, Exchange
of “MoU between UPEIDA and DRDO”
to provide Technology Support to UP
Defence Industrial Corridor, Signing of
MoUs and
Major Announcements.
www.defexpo.gov.in

aksha Mantri Rajnath Singh today signalled India’s with some of the leading names in the business and are part
readiness to take the defence engagements with of their global supply chains”.
He added “India is geared up to provide Offshore Patrol
the friendly African countries to the next level.
Addressing the India-Africa Defence Ministers Vessels (OPVs), Fast Interceptor Boats, body and vehicle
Conclave in Lucknow today, on the sidelines of armour, Night Vision Goggles (NVGs), Unmanned Aerial
DefExpo 20, Rajnath Singh said “India will continue to inten- Vehicles (UAVs), Dornier aircraft, and arms and ammunition
sify and deepen engagement. It will be a partnership guided to our African counterparts.”
Raksha Mantri Rajnath Singh also offered to share India’s
by your priorities. More specifically on the defence cooperation, these include strengthening cooperation and mutual experience in Implementing initiatives like iDEX (Innovacapabilities in combating terrorism and extremism, keep- tions for Defence Excellence) and Make-II Procurement
ing our cyberspace safe and secure and supporting the UN Procedure, for small, innovative solutions to a plethora of
in advancing and keeping peace.” 12
defence needs and challenges faced by
the African countries. Raksha Mantri
Defence Ministers and 38 Countries repstressed that “our partnership with Africa
resented the India-Africa Defence Minis“Our partnership
is an open partnership with all the posters’ Conclave on February 6, 2020.
with Africa is an open
He added that New Delhi looks
sibilities and avenues for collaboration
partnership with
from our side being open to you to choose
forward to deeper cooperation in the
domain of defence industry including
from and decide as per your priorities.”
all the possibilities
Reiterating that the guiding printhrough investment, joint ventures in
and avenues for
defence equipment, software, digital
ciples given by Prime Minister Narendra
collaboration from
defence, research and development, proModi for India’s engagement with Africa
has deepened economic and security
visioning of defence equipment, spares
our side being open
cooperation with its maritime neighand their maintenance. He said “rapid
to you to choose from bours he said Maritime security in the
strides made by the Indian defence
industry – both public and private, and
and decide as per your region is a matter of common interest
for both India and Africa, which is highdefence R&D has opened up new vistas
priorities.”
lighted by the Government’s emphasis on
for cooperation to take our engagement
—RM Rajnath Singh
SAGAR (Security and Growth for all in the
to the next level. Indian defence manuRegion) for the Indo-Pacific region.
facturing companies are now partnering
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IAI रक्षा एवं ववकषास के लिए हमषारी भषारतीय सषाझेदषारों
के सषाथ 25 वर्षों से ज्षादषा समय से सषाझेदषारी रही है।
भारत की रक्ा सेनाओ ं और उद्योग से प्रमाणित सहययोग की बेजयोड़ ररकॉर्ड के साथ IAI नवाचार, ववश्वसनीयता
एवं भरयोसे का पया्डय बन गया है। हमने भारतीय साझेदारों के साथ ममलकर अंतररक्, वायु,सतह एवं समुद्र में
मेक इन इं ररया स्वपदृष्टि साझा वकया है। हम दीर्ड अवधि सामररक साझेदारी के मलए मनरंतर भारत के साथ
एक उज्ज्वल एवं सुरमक्त भववष्य के मलए प्रवतबद्ध हैं।
www.iai.co.il • corpmkg@iai.co.il
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Raksha Mantri Rajnath Singh and senior MOD OFFICIALS with delegates
of the first india-africa DEFENCE ministers’ conclave 2020

(left) Raksha Mantri Rajnath Singh addressing the first India-Africa Defence
Ministers’ Conclave 2020. Also seen are Raksha Rajya Mantri Shripad Naik and
Defence Secretary Dr Ajay Kumar. (right) Defence Secretary Dr Ajay Kumar
addressing the first India-Africa Defence Ministers’ Conclave 2020. Also seen is
Raksha Rajya Mantri Shripad Naik.

Raksha Mantri Rajnath Singh chairing the first India-Africa Defence Ministers’
Conclave 2020. Also seen are Raksha Rajya Mantri Shripad Naik, Chief of
Defence Staff General Bipin Rawat, Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Karambir
Singh, Chief of the Air Staff Air Chief Marshal R.K.S. Bhadauria, Chief of the
Army Staff General M.M. Naravane and Defence Secretary Dr Ajay Kumar.

Raksha Mantri said India’s security relations with Africa have centered on
providing training to African Service personnel, participation in United Nations
peacekeeping efforts on the continent and maritime cooperation.
Raksha Mantri stressed the importance of safe secure seas which were a prerequisite for development of Blue economy in the region. He said that India recognized the common security challenges in the form of transnational crimes of
piracy, trafficking of drugs, arms and humans and illegal fishing. In the light of
these challenges there was a call for stronger partnerships for capacity building,
information sharing and surveillance, he added.

LUCKNOW DECLARATION
The 1st India-Africa Defence Ministers’ Conclave adopted an 18-point
Lucknow Declaration in the run-up to India-Africa Forum Summit-IV. Some
highlights:
 Collaboration in the fields of peace & security, including UN Peacekeeping
 Call for deeper cooperation in Defence Industry
 Recognise terrorism and extremism as common security challenges
	
Urge all countries to resolutely act against terrorism, terrorist safe havens
and infrastructure, disrupting terrorist networks and eliminating financing channels and halting cross-border movement of terrorists
	
Understand the need for all countries to ensure that all territory under
their control is not used to launch terrorist attacks on other countries in
any manner
	
Call for strengthening the UN Counter-Terrorism mechanisms and ensure
strict compliance with the UN Security Council sanctions regime on terrorism; urge international community to envisage the adoption of Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism in the UNGA
	
Increase cooperation in securing sea lines of communication, preventing
maritime crimes, disaster
	
Welcome the AU vision for peace and security in Africa that coincides
with India’s vision of SAGAR (Security and Growth for all in the Region).
 Support the great strides in reducing the number of violent conflicts in
the African continent, continue to support the African Union Mission in
Somalia (AMISOM) and other Africa-led efforts to enhance peace and
security.
	
Support initiatives such as African Peace and Security Architecture
(APSA), Silence The Guns in Africa and Agenda 2063.
He said India’s increased engagement in the region has enabled it to be
the first responders in providing humanitarian assistance in times of crisis like
cyclone Idai in Mozambique and more recently, cyclone Diane in Madagascar.
The Conclave adopted India-Africa Declaration on Defence Cooperation.
Raksha Rajya Mantri Shripad Naik, Chief of Defence Staff Gen Bipin Rawat,
Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Karambir Singh, Chief of Air Staff Air Chief Marshal R.K.S. Bhadauria, Chief of the Army Staff General M.M. Naravane, Defence
Secretary Dr Ajay Kumar, Senior officials of Ministry of Defence and Ministry of
External Affairs were present. 

RAKSHA MANTRI MEETS FOREIGN DELEGATES

(L-R) Raksha Mantri Rajnath Singh with Lt General Rokotonirina Richard, Defence Minister of Madagascar; RAKSHA MANTRI WITH THE SOMALIAN DELEGATE
and RAKSHA MANTRI WITH THE DELEGATE from congo.

www.defexpo.gov.in
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FIFTH INDIA-RUSSIA MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE
Under the IGA, India will provide assurance of order to manufacturing facilities created under this IGA, on a single vendor basis for a period of not less than
5 years with the objective of lowering of cost, reduction in time frame of supplies
and progressive indigenization of production of spares. There’s a provision of
extending this IGA to provisioning of MRO services by Indian companies in collaboration with Russian OEMs.
“In order to address some bottlenecks, I would like to request Russian Deputy
Minister for Industry & Trade Ryazantsev for his assistance to expedite amendment in Russian legislation so that nominated Russian OEMs may form joint
ventures with Indian companies for production in India and create a mechanism
for timely response of Russian side towards list od spares shared by Indian side,”
Defence Secretary Kumar said during his address at the Conference.
In response, the Russian Minister said the list of over 1,000 spares provided by
India for ships, submarines and aircraft is being reviewed with Russian sub-contractors. “We’re asking India to add to this list,” Rayzantsev said, while seeking to
assure India that efforts are underway to create a legislative basis to action the IGA.
Terming Russia a “natural partner” for the ‘Make in India’ initiative,
Defence Secretary Kumar announced that India had promulgated guidelines in
December 2019 to specify processes to be followed for the manufacture of Russian spares under the IGA. At the Conference, the first RFP under this IGA was
handed over by the Indian Navy’s Chief of Material, Vice Admiral G.S. Pabby
to the Russian side for the manufacture of specified spares for the next seven
years. The Defence Secretary disclosed that 7 more RFPs would be issued for
naval spares in the next two months. Similar cases are being processed by the
other Services.
MoU on manufacture of spares in India for Russian-origin military equipment
being signed in the presence of Defence Secretary Ajay Kumar and Russian
Several MoUs were signed at this Conference in addition to the 7 already in
Deputy Minister for Industry and Trade Oleg Rayzantsev.
existence over the last two years. For aviation systems, Missile companies BDL
and AlmazAntey signed an MoU for production of sub-systems of Air Defence
ndia has asked Russia to speed up legislation to enable its OEMs to form joint Missile Complex, Air Defence gun and life extension of missiles.
For land systems, an MoU was signed by Punj Corporation and Uralgazaventures for the manufacture of critically needed spare parts for Russian military equipment in India. This request was made by Defence Secretary Ajay Ku- vod for spares of battle tanks. In the area of naval systems, Vista Consoles &
mar to the visiting Russian Deputy Minister for Industry & Trade Oleg Rayzantsev Electronics signed up with AgatMoruininformsystem. Another one was signed
by BHEL and Rosboronexport/Arsenal. Six more MoUs were
at the 5th India-Russia Military Industrial Conference on the
signed for high-end technologies which have a Defence
occasion of DefExpo20 on February 6.
application.
It is a follow-up of the India-Russia Inter-Governmental
India asks Russia to
Agreement (IGA) signed during the Vladivostok Summit
Presentations were made by the Services at the Conferspeed up legislation
meeting between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Russian
ence on opportunities under the IGA. Russian and Indian
President Vladimir Putin in September 2019.
allowing manufacture Industry representatives also made presentations on the
The IGA provides for a framework for partnership between
possibilities, which was followed by Business-to-Business
of military spares
Russian OEMs and Indian Industry for joint manufacturing of
panel discussions. 
in India
spares, components and aggregates of Russian equipment in
use by the Indian armed forces.
—Vishal Thapar

I

SEMINAR ON indigenisation of Defence Production
The issue of indigenisation is critical to India’s force modernisation efforts given its plans to spend $130 billion on defence procurements
in the next five years alone.

I

IT Madras partnered news portal Bharatshakti.in to conduct a seminar on
The seminar had two technical sessions. The first one was devoted to synchronising the Academia and Defence Industry relationship. The issue was anaIndigenisation of Defence Production on February 6 as a DefExpo 20 event.
The issue of indigenisation is critical to India’s force modernisation efforts lysed by three senior professors of IIT Madras, including Professor V. Kamakoti,
given its plans to spend $130 billion on Defence procurements in the next five who is also a member of the National Security Advisory Board. Professor H.S.N.
years alone.
Murthy and Professor A. Ramakrishna were the two other speakers.
Lt General P.R. Shankar (Retd) Professor of Practice, IIT Madras delivered
The Second Technical Session was chaired by Lt General Raj Shukla,
Director General Perspective Planning of Indian
the Opening Address and dwelt upon the issue of
harnessing the potential of our institutions of excelArmy. The speakers included P. Udaykumar Director, National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC).
lence that needs to be dovetailed into our research
and technology development endeavours in the
Industry was represented by Commodore B.B. Nagdefence sector.
pal (Retd), Chairman and Managing Director Goa
Shipyard. Dr S. Guruprasad Director General R&D,
Vice Admiral M.S. Pawar, Deputy Chief of Naval
Defence Research and Development Organisation
Staff (DCNS) delivered the inaugural address. He
highlighted the Navy’s commitment to indigenisa(DRDO) provided insights into the efforts of R&D
tion and the requirement of R&D establishments
establishments.
Deputy Chief of the Air Staff Air Marshal Sandgearing up to provide technological support for user
requirements. He explained the steps initiated for
eep Singh delivered the closing address and reiterated the need for the multifarious agencies in the
a closer user and R&D establishment interaction.
The Navy has been pursuing indigenisation most
defence sector to synergise their strengths to indigefruitfully for decades, the results of which are quite
nise the inventories of the forces. 
visible when our shipbuilding and submarine conVice Admiral M.S. Pawar,
—Vishal Thapar
struction capabilities are assessed.
Deputy Chief of the Naval Staff (DCNS)
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UP awaits to unfurl the defence
possibilities to the world

B

that three more nodes Ghaziabad, Meerut and Gaueing held in the capital of Uttar Pradesh, Lucknow,
tam Buddh Nagar have been added to the list.
the DefExpo 20 has brought sufficient spotlight
on this northern India state and its emergence in
The CEO of UP Expressways Industrial Development Authority (UPEIDA), Awanish Kumar Awasthi,
the times to come. The 11th edition of the biennial exhibition also has an entire pavilion dedicated to the state’s
took the opportunity to talk about the related
schemes like one district, one product scheme, the
defence infrastructure. The major highlight during the
Nivesh Mitra scheme, etc. He also acknowledged
show has been the Uttar Pradesh Defence Industrial
Corridor. In 2018, Prime Minister Narendra Modi anthe presence of delegation from Ukraine who have
offered to create a defence hub in Jhansi. Awasthi furnounced two Defence Industrial Corridors to be established in the country – one in Uttar Pradesh (UP) and
ther invited them to have a word with the CM right
after the seminar. “We are committed towards the UP
another in Tamil Nadu. Making use of the opportunity
that the DefExpo 20 has given to the state, a seminar
Defence Corridor project and I want to mention here
Raksha Mantri Rajnath Singh addressing the
gathering on his visit to UP Pavilion set up in
that within days clearance will be given to potential
was conducted on the second day of the exhibition
DefExpo 20 in Lucknow
proposals. By February 28, all the MoUs (Memoranabout the Corridor. It was an attempt to ideally market about the corridor and attract prospective investors. The seminar was graced by dum of Understanding) that we will sign tomorrow as part of ‘Bandhan’ (the cerRaksha Mantri Rajnath Singh and Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath along with Cabinet emony of signing MoUs, to be held on February 7 at DefExpo 20) will be cleared,”
Minister of Industrial Development, Government of Uttar Pradesh, Satish Mahana.
Awasthi added.
Among other things, the CM talked about the 17 smart and safe cities being
Highlighting the significant impact that the corridor will have on the development of the state and the eminent contribution it will Make in India’s defence transformed in the state and the largest airport of Asia also being constructed in
industry, Group President and CEO, Mahindra Aerospace and Defence Sector, S.P. Jewar, UP. With the aim to showcase the swift development happening in UP, he
Shukla remarked that this corridor can create about 2,50,000 jobs, hence cater to also highlighted the air traffic increase in the state and the creation of over 35 lakh
the employment ratio. The employment enhancement was further highlighted by job opportunities in the last two years since the defence corridor was announced.
Congratulating the CM on the development in the state and the underlining
Mahana who said that when MSMEs and bigger players come together then more
employment is guaranteed. “The availability as well as the reasonable price of the guaranteed enhancement of India as one of the largest defence manufacturnodes like Agra and Chitrakoot ensure the presence of land to build the infrastruc- ing hub with the UP Defence Industrial Corridor, the Raksha Mantri called on the
ture. Such points ensure the faster execution of the plan,” he added. As part of the investors to come and explore the possibilities that the state and the nation awaits
UP defence corridor, six major nodes were identified: Aligarh, Agra, Jhansi, Chi- in the field of defence and aerospace. 
—Ayushee Chaudhary
trakoot, Kanpur and Lucknow. At the start of the DefExpo 20, the CM announced

STRATEGIC MATERIAL PARTNER
IN KEY NATIONAL PROGRAMMES
MIDHANI is Mini-Ratna, Category-I Public Sector Company under the Ministry of Defence and a Strategic
Material Supplier to the Indian Defence, Space & Energy sector. Dr Dinesh Kumar Likhi, Chairman &
Managing Director of MIDHANI, talks about the company’s presence in the strategic sector and other wide range
of operations undertaken.
Question (Q): MIDHANI has decades of experience in the defence, space and
energy sectors. Can you share in detail the major areas/sectors operated by
MIDHANI?
Answer (A): MIDHANI operates mainly in Defence, Space, Energy & Commercial
sector. In line with the thrust given by Government of India (GoI) on “Defence
preparedness”, MIDHANI has focused more on Defence sector. Presently majority of MIDHANI’ products cater to strategic sectors and applications of Air, Naval,
and Land Forces etc.
In addition, MIDHANI also supplies special alloys to private commercial sector which also finally goes into Defence and Atomic energy sectors of our country.
Traditionally defence has been a key sector, but in the last couple of years; Space
& Energy has contributed significantly to MIDHANI growth.
Our Product Portfolio is in three major areas:
 Super Alloys: Iron, Cobalt, Nickel Base
 Special Alloys: Ferritic, Austenitic, Martensitic, Maraging and Precipitation Hardened
 Titanium Alloys: Commercially Pure Titanium & Titanium Alloy.
Q: How important is Research & Development (R&D) to your company?
A: For a company like MIDHANI, R&D is critical for sustenance & growth.
Our focus areas for R&D are: Product Development, Process Design & New
Alloy Development. Annually ~ 3 per cent of revenue is invested back into
research activities. We have an in-house Research and Development team having expertise in the design and development of special metals and alloys. The
Team continuously works towards improvement of Product quality and Process
innovation to meet the expected demands at acceptable costs.
Also, “Technology Advisory Board” comprising of eminent personalities in
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the field of Metals and Materials guide us on the required technologies for the
development of new products.
Q: Has MIDHANI safe guarded its innovations by filing patents? Also what is
MIDHANI’s take on Artificial Intelligence?
A: In today scenario, patent filling have become very critical. We are invested
in Intellectual Property Right (IPR) in a big way. In FY 18-19, our officers were
trained on intricacies of IPR. Around 50 Trademarks/Copy Rights were filed during the year. We expect to see some positive results in the next 2-3 years.
On Artificial Intelligence (AI), we have conducted a one day workshop with
industry experts and academicians. A task force has been constituted to work in
the area. In the coming year, we will be leveraging AI to develop new alloys & predictive model few grades of special steel.
Q: Can you share details of MIDHANI’s indigenisation efforts?
A: MIDHANI has indigenously developed equipments using in- house design
capability & leveraging local vendors (MSEs). These equipments have been
designed to manufacture wide range of alloys.
Q: What is your future strategy for MIDHANI?
A: FY 19-20 looks very promising with a strong order book position of `1,800+ crore.
Also, we have forged several partnerships with multinational and Indian companies
to enter into new areas i.e. Power Generation, Oil & Gas applications; Tubacex, Development of powders for Additive Manufacturing - International Advanced Research
Centre for Powder Metallurgy and New Materials. Our investments in different sectors during the last two years will start reaping benefits in the coming year. 

www.defexpo.gov.in
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The oldest and the largest democracies come
together to enhance defence manufacturing
US highlights its belief in India’s abilities to soon be a successful manufacturing hub.

(LEFT) DEFENCE MINISTER RAJNATH SINGH ADDRESSING THE INDO-US Defence Industry and Make in India by USIBC;
(RIGHT) Seminar on INDO-US Defence Industry and Make in India by USIBC IN PROGRESS.

C

onverging capabilities, goals and objectives, the dedication between India
and the United States of America (US) to maintain a strong strategic partnership with each other was once again highlighted during the DefExpo
20. The representatives of the largest democracy in the world, India, and one of
the oldest democracies in the world, the US, got together during a seminar organised by the US India Business Council (USIBC) on the second day of the biennial
exhibition. The focus of the seminar was around the US defence industry contribution towards ‘Make in India’ that highlighted the US-India partnership for
defence and aerospace specifically around the indiginisation of defence manufacturing in India.
Dennis D. Swanson, Vice President, International Sales, Defence Space
& Security, Boeing set the context for the seminar as he specified how defence
cooperation strengthens through informational exchange, and coming together
of research & development, and manufacturing.
Lockheed Martin’s Director for Asia, Dave Sutton remarked that the defence
industrial relationship has been a hallmark of the India-US strategic tie-up and
how the business opportunities that they saw in India when the started have only
continued to grow. Sutton also said, “I would say India has already emerged as a
defence manufacturing hub in context of the opportunities that are in front of us.
Evidences in the form of the success of the DRDO, the successful landing of the
naval variant of Tejas on INS Vikramaditya, and many other major recent arrangements are only testaments to that.”
The seminar that was a clear indication of the US’ belief in India’s defence

future and its abilities to become a manufacturing hub as well as its commitment
to ensure that it succeeds in doing so.
Among the dignitaries who were a part of the seminar panel were Raksha Rajya
Mantri, Ministry of Defence, Government of India, Shripad Yesso Naik alongwith
Minister for Industries, Commerce, Information Technology, Government of
Andhra Pradesh, Mekapati Goutham Reddy, and Captain Daniel Fillion from the US
Embassy. Naik extended India’s support to the US laws and ensured a long-standing
strong partnership. “We would endorse to go by the rules rather than going by force.
And the presence of this huge delegation from the U.S. here is an indication that this
companionship will go to new heights in the coming future” he said.
While Reddy pointed out that even though federal government brings out the
laws, the last mile connection is by the states. Bringing to light the Tiger Triumph
exercise held in Andhra Pradesh in 2019, he displayed the focus and significance
of his state in the defence sector. Tiger Triumph is a bilateral tri-service amphibious military exercise involving the armed forces of India and the United States.
He also underlined that his state is focused on infrastructure-led development.
The collaboration and synergising of the two nations around the defence
industry was further brought to emphasis with the presence of India’s Raksha
Mantri, Rajnath Singh, at the seminar who ensured that the opportunities in the
field of defence will only increase in the times to come. “Reforms have been made
and we will not stop here,” he added. 
—Ayushee Chaudhary

Kalyani Group and Arsenal form a Strategic Alliance

K

alyani Strategic Systems Ltd (KSSL), The Defense Arm of Kalyani Group
and Arsenal Joint Stock Company, Bulgaria signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to form a strategic alliance in India for manufacturing
small arms and ammunition.
KSSL and Arsenal will be aggressively developing a manufacturing capability in
India for the “AR” 7.62 x 39mm Assault Rifle and “MG” 7.62 x 51mm Machine Gun
series. The Strategic Alliance is also actively participating in the projects for meeting the Army’s requirement of certain types of ammunition over a ten-year program.
Arsenal small arms have been in active operations in India for decades and have a
proven record of performance.
Rajinder Singh Bhatia, Chairman KSSL said: “We are very excited to enter
the Small Arms segment. This Strategic Alliance will combine Arsenal’s Proven
technology, knowledge and experience as an OEM with world class design, development and manufacturing capabilities of the Kalyani Group. The Strategic Alliance will provide indigenously manufactured, desired high performance and
economic solutions for the Armed Forces, thereby furthering the ‘Make in India’
initiative of the Government.”
Hristo Ibouchev Executive Director, Arsenal 2000 JSCo said: “Arsenal is
proud to be the first Defence OEM in Bulgaria to become an active participant
in the ‘Make in India’ programme with Kalyani Group as its partner for assault
rifle, machine gun and ammunition for Ministry of Defence, India.” 
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(L-R) Hristo Ibouchev, Arsenal with Baba Kalyani, Bharat Forge and
Col. Rajinder Bhatia, KSSL
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Mazagon Dock
Shipbuilders Limited:
Ship Builder to the Nation
In conversation with Vice Admiral Narayan Prasad (Retd), Chairman and Managing Director, Mazagon
Dock Shipbuilders Limited, one of India’s leading Defence PSU shipyard under the Ministry of Defence
Question (Q): What products and capabilities
Q: What are the technologies and capabiliis MDL principally showcasing at Defexpo
ties required for Indian shipyards to be self2020. and in which areas is it seeking partreliant in future submarine building pronerships and collaborations?
grammes?
Answer (A): In the MDL stall at the Defexpo,
A: Design:
the shipyard will be showcasing their three (3)
1.	Acquire design capabilities starting from
premier product viz. Destroyer, Frigate and Subconcept design, basic design and detailed
marine that are being built for the Indian Navy.
design for production purpose.
MDL is also showcasing its multifaceted capabil2.	Form Joint ventures with R&D organisaity for building warships and merchant vessels.
tions like DRDO, NSTL, NMRL, etc, instiFurther MDL would like to export a wide range
tutions like IITs and Industry Organisaof smaller vessels (platforms), render services,
tions for Hydrodynamic and variety of
export products by entering into global supply
other technologies such as propulsion,
chain and also spearhead infrastructure develacoustic and stealth.
opment in MDL target countries for export. The
3.	Creation of new testing facilities such as
brochures, translites, standees, product leaflets
cavitation tunnels, signature measurewill be distributed at MDL stall towards this end.
ment chambers, hyperbaric chambers,
MDL is also organising a half day seminar
large scaled unmanned models and
with the theme transformation in Ship Design
acoustic ranging basins.
and Construction with participation from the
4.	Develop technical specifications for proIndian Navy, Captains of the industry, Shipcurement of equipment, machineries and
yards, Private vendors, academia and DPSUs.
raw materials.
This seminar is envisaged to service as a platform for also having an interaction in some of
Procurement:
the above aspects.
Qualification of vendors for design, manufacturAs regards partnership and collaboration,
ing, testing and commissioning of main equipMDL will be signing three (3) MoUs in the MoU
ment’s such as propulsion motor, diesel engines,
event slated for February 7, 2020. The MoUs are
HP air compressors, pumps and shafting, batterpertaining to casting, spare parts supply and
ies, hull steel and combat system equipments.
also with an umbrella organisation for facilitating vendor development in UP defence corridor.
Construction and Trials:
As regards specific products, MDL is launchSubmarine construction and trials requires
ing three (3) AI enabled products as follows:
huge infrastructure in terms of machineries,
(top) Second of the six Scorpene-class submarine
–	
AI enabled Radiography inspection of
cranes, workshops, dry-docks, application
Khanderi, delivered to Indian Navy; (above) guided missile
destroyer Imphal launched at MDL, Mumbai
weld for Shipbuilding applicatio
software’s, work stations and highly skilled
–	
AI enabled Ultrasonic Non-destructive
manpower.
inspection of weld for Shipbuilding application
–	AI enabled Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROV) that can carry out function- Q: What are your plans/view on autonomous vessels?
alities of underwater imaging, underwater thickness measurement of Ship’s A: MDL intends to develop an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) for which
hull and underwater cleaning of Ship’s hull.
already global expressions of interest has been floated. This autonomous vehicle
Two of the product will be launched from the India Pavilion on February 6, is expected to perform specific military missions like mine hunting and mine neu2020 and one product will be launched from the central pavilion. Apart from the tralization at envisaged operating depth of 300 metres. This will be designed for
above, a hand change over switch and electrical panels developed in-house by operational endurance of approximately 12 hours.
MDL is also being showcased.
Q: What are the major initiatives taken up in the last few years and what are
Q: In which areas is MDL seeking partnerships with domestic industry? What your modernisation plans?
are its expectations from Defence Industrial ecosystem in India?
A: 	Development of Artificial Intelligence (AI) enabled products: Three products
are being developed in collaboration with IIT Madras.
A: MDL is seeking win-win partnership from the domestic ancillary industry for
sourcing critical equipment/components for Shipbuilding in commercial and 	International marketing team has been constituted and an export policy
being firmed up with exports target and concerted efforts
defence sectors. Further, MDL is also seeking for partnerare being made for realizing exports.
ship especially from Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise
 Two components of Industry 4.0 standards namely Proj(MSME) industries in the country for supply of large numMDL is seeking win-win
ect Life Cycle Management (PLM) & Virtual Reality (VR)
bers of Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) items. In case
partnership from the
Lab are already being implemented in live projects at
of Warship building, the product requirement falls into
MDL.
four (4) categories viz. ‘Fight’ (weapons and sensors),
domestic ancillary indus An innovation cell has been created for infusing a culture
‘Move’ (propulsion system, communication and navigatry for sourcing critical
of innovation along with an incentive scheme for innotion systems), ‘Float’ (ship’s hull) and ‘Habitability’ (hotel
equipment/components
vation.
functions). MDL is open for partnership for equipment
 R&D initiatives have been kick started in the MDL with
belonging to all the three (3) categories except ‘Float’ from
for Shipbuilding in comapproved policy in R&D and number of projects is being
the Indian industry in general and Pacific partnership for
mercial and defence
undertaken in this regard.
items/systems belonging to ‘Fight’ components. For the
sectors.
 
An indigenous department has been formed which is
‘Fight’ components, the defence industrial ecosystem is
spearheading all activities pertaining to indigenisation. 
yet to mature.
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ttar Pradesh Expressways Industrial Development Authority (UPEIDA) was set up by the State Government for development of Expressways in Uttar Pradesh. This is a newly established Organisation and
happens to be the nodal agency for the Defence Expo 2020 currently
being organised in Lucknow from February 5 to 9, 2020.
The Government of UP has nominated UPEIDA as the Nodal Agency for land
acquisition related works for Defence Corridor and execution, implementation
and proprietorship of the Defence Corridor. Other plans of action have IIT Kanpur and IIT Kashi Hindu University Varanasi approved by Government of Uttar
Pradesh for establishment of Centre of Excellence related with Defence Corridor.
Technical institutes have started working for CoE and Utility Certificate has also
been made available by above mentioned institutes. A proposal to establish the
defence park as a joint venture of UPEIDA and IIT, Kanpur on 30 acre land proposed in Shivli near the IIT Kanpur has been forwarded to Department of Industrial Development by UPEIDA. Also, Uttar Pradesh Aerospace and Employment
Promotion Policy have been published by Government of Uttar Pradesh with
the objective of attracting investments in U.P. Defence Industrial Corridor. Swift
action is being taken by UPEIDA regarding publishing of a policy related with
allotment of land to the investors in U.P. Defence Industrial Corridor.
Talking to Senior Journalist Sanjay Bhatnagar about the DefExpo 20 event and
the issues related to it, Avanish Kumar Awasthi, CEO of Uttar Pradesh Expressway Industrial Development Authority (UPEIDA) said “Prime Minister Narendra
Modi had announced to have Defence Corridor in Uttar Pradesh at the UP Investors Summit in Lucknow in February 2018. We immediately launched the ground
work for Corridor and created the one. After that, our Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath Ji thought to properly showcase it hence the Defence Expo”. Elaborating further, he added “There is no denying the fact that UP is the largest in terms of land
bank, cheap and skilled manpower. In fact, we have a well-defined state policy
to provide the opportunity to professionals and the industry to find new meeting
grounds for developing military industrial enterprises. When the announcement
of the Corridor was made about two years ago, it took us all this long to first complete the logistics of Defence Corridor and then get prepared for the Expo event in
consultation with Prime Minister Office and Ministry of Defence on regular basis.
As you know UP Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath ji always believed in proper systems and processes. We also moved about cautiously to create a conducive atmosphere first, then aspire for major investment in the sector.” On the aspect of how
the state will benefit, Awasthi, who is also the Additional Chief Secretary (Home),
said “Let us not forget that defence units don’t necessarily manufacture defence
and war machinery. The idea is to move with times. We have radar systems, drone
technology, cyberspace items and IT safety gadgets as well which can be manufactured here. Don’t forget that we have the largest police force in the country
which can be helped by setting up units of small calibre weaponry. The special
foods and modern war-fare clothes are also some of the areas we can embark
upon. We are hoping to get investment worth Rs One Lakh crore. We have over
one thousand companies from all over world registered in the Expo. We are also
in talks with some big foreign players to ink at least 15 G2G MoUs”.

www.defexpo.gov.in

“we provide the
opportunity to
professionals and the
industry for developing
military industrial
enterprises”
—Avanish Kumar Awasthi,
CEO of Uttar Pradesh
Expressway Industrial
Development Authority
(Upeida)
At the show, UPEIDA is showcasing Expressway highways, the defence corridor nodes, knowledge partners and Centres of Excellence ( IIT-K and IIT-BHU),
interactive arena for investors beside existing defence industries, commercial
banks and UP police. 
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India, US moving ahead on
ISTAR under DTTI
Talks on for cooperation in Air-launched UAS and Lightweight Small Arms Technology,
Captain Daniel Fillion, Chief of the Office of Defense Cooperation at the US Embassy in New Delhi
tells Vishal Thapar of SP’s Team
SP’s Team (SP’s): What is the focus of the US presMSMEs which illustrate capability building for a
ence at DefExpo 2020?
Defence Industrial ecosystem in India and partnerCaptain Daniel Fillion (Fillion): US-India defence
ships which American OEMs are looking for?
and security cooperation is rapidly expanding as part
Fillion: We are looking forward to participating in
of our deepening strategic partnership. The focus
upcoming Strategic Partnership Procurement Model
this year at DefExpo is on supporting the US defence
cases, such as the Naval Utility Helicopter and Indian
industry as it seeks to do more business here in India,
Air Force Fighter competitions. In these procureand interacting with Indian defense manufacturers
ments, American firms will have to team with Indian
who are looking to be part of the global defense suppartner firms to fulfill the Ministry of Defence’s
ply chain. US foreign military sales yield significant
requirements.
benefits to both India’s national security and AmeriBAE M777 ULTRA LIGHT HOWITZER
can and Indian workers, and we are optimistic that
SP’s: What is the progress in the Lightweight Small
our countries will be able to build off of the progress already made.
Arms Technology project identified under the DTTI in 2019?
Fillion: We are looking at formalising our industry interactions on this project,
SP’s: What are the three big ‘Make in India’ success stories in Defence produc- identifying bilateral requirements, and defining the left and right limits of the
tion which enjoy US support?
scope of the case in terms of timelines, pricing, among other issues.
Fillion: BAE is delivering M777 Howitzers that were assembled at the BAEMahindra assembly, integration, and testing facility. Previously this has only been SP’s: What is the update on the other two near-term projects under the DTTI:
accomplished in the US and the United Kingdom. Boeing has partnered with Tata Air-launched Unmanned Aerial Systems and ISTAR? What is the progress in
to build all AH-64 Apache fuselages at a joint facility in Hyderabad and Lockheed identifying partners?
Martin has partnered with Tata to build all C-130 tails in Hyderabad. Knowledge Fillion: We are still in the requirements clarification stage for both of these
that Indian engineers, tradesmen, and factory workers gain in these initiatives is projects. ISTAR (Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition, Reconnaishelping to build the defense industry ecosystem here in India.
sance) is moving forward a bit more quickly as we are coordinating closely with
DRDO and the Indian Air Force on the co-development aspects of this imporSP’s: Could you identify some collaborations between US entities and Indian tant programme. 

GSL: A Modern Yard
in Service of Nation
“Modernisation in the Shipyard, besides other large
scale measures undertaken in last 10 years played
a major role in enabling Shipyard to scale newer
heights in shipbuilding domain. This programme
will be a driver for execution of advanced platforms
such as Missile Frigates and Mine Counter Measure
Vessels, adding another shipyard to the list who can
construct weapon intensive warships.”
— Cmde Bharat Bhushan Nagpal, CMD, GSL

G

SL has undertaken a massive modernisation drive in the last few years
to increase its capacity multifold and setup infrastructure for indigenous
construction of technologically advanced Vessels for the Nation’s security
requirements. With consistent yearly CAPEX in excess of `100 crore (approx),
the Shipyard has created an enviable modern infrastructure boasting of 6000 T
shiplift, dry berths, outfitting jetties, outfitting workshops and storage facilities,
besides unique specialised facility for construction of advanced Mine Counter
Measure Vessels (MCMVs) constructed with niche FRP technology. It’s the only
Shipyard in South Asia to have this unique capability of construction hulls for MCMVs in FRP. To GSL’s credit, the entire modernisation drive has been executed
without affecting the production schedule of Shipyard, infact the production of
the shipyard has seen an exponential increase. Immediate fallout of upgraded infrastructure has been selection of the Yard to execute shipbuilding Programme
for construction of two Advanced Missile Frigates in collaboration with Russia,
the production for which would commence in early 2020. With an eye on future
technologies, the Yard has been instrumental in getting niche technologies to GSL
with modern upgrades and through collaborations and tie-ups, thereby driving
the GoI agenda of ‘Make in India’. As the modernisation phase nears completion,
GSL, on strength of technology adoption in recent years, is ready to take challenges in Shipbuilding and thereby keeping the Indian Defence ahead of its rivals. 
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Innovations for Defence
Excellence (iDEX)
Innovations for Defence Excellence (iDEX) launched by the Government in April 2018, primarily aims at creation of an ecosystem to
foster innovation and technology development in Defence and Aerospace by engaging Industries including MSMEs, start-ups, individual
innovators, R&D institutes & academia, and provide them grants/funding and other support to carry out R&D which has good potential for
future adoption for Indian defence and aerospace needs.
iDEX is funded and managed by a ‘Defence Innovation Organisation (DIO)’ which has been formed as a ‘not for profit’ company for this
purpose by the two founder members i.e. Defence Public Sector Undertakings (DPSUs) - HAL & BEL. iDEX functions as the executive arm of
DIO, carrying out all the required activities while DIO provides high level policy guidance to iDEX. This is the third and final part of a 3-part
series detailing the objectives and activities of iDEX.
IPR Management
The ownership of IPR generated under the programme shall be owned by the
company/institution/individual innovators who develop the IPR. However,
the Government may put restrictions on transfer/licensing of technology/IPR
developed under the programme on considerations of national security or
other strategic reasons.
Government has Government Purpose Rights (GPRs) which are non-exclusive, non-transferable irrevocable license to use the intellectual property for internal consumption or manufacture. The Government may use this right to manufacture either directly or through sub-contractor. The Government shall be liable
to pay license fee/ royalty fee for use of GPRs in intellectual property/technology/
product. A royalty up to 2 per cent on each manufactured unit with a cap on total
maximum royalty payable is included in the contract with innovator, if Government or its sub-contractor uses the intellectual property generated for defence
manufacturing. The cap on total maximum royalty payable to the innovator shall
be decided on a case-to-case basis.
The Government has “March-In” rights for all items covered under its

GPRs for reasons of national security and other strategic reasons. “March-In”
Rights shall include the right to work the patent, either by itself or by another
entity on behalf of the Government, in cases where (i) the company/institution
fails to work the patent on its own within a specified and reasonable period of
time (ii) the effective management and control of the company/institution is
taken over by a foreign company without the approval of the Government. The
march in rights of the Government shall be subject to the payment of acquisition cost/licence fee/royalty fee by the Government or the concerned production agency.
The ownership of any rights by the contractor (entity receiving grants) does
not include an absolute right to transfer of any software, product or documentation; and such transfer, including export thereof, shall continue to be governed
by and be subjected to the export policy, export guidelines and all applicable
laws, rules, regulations, orders and the instruction of the Government of India.
Transfers and exports which require prior and explicit approval of the Ministry of
Defence would require such approval to be taken.
In case of collaborative project, the ownership rights in the IP generated under

Structure of DIO (iDEX)
MOD

Ministry of Defence

DIO
Innovation Ecosystem
Advisory Committee
for DIO
(Annual High Level
Policy Guidance &
Oversight)

Defence Innovation Fund
• DPSUs CSR funds
• DPSU’s non CSR funds
• Other PSU’s
• Government Sources
• Private Bodies

Deep and continuous
Engagement
iDEX (DIO) Team
• Tech. Experts
• Tech. Deployment Experts
(SI/UI/Design)
• Innovation Stakeholders

SHQs

Defence DPSUs

Independent
Defence Innovation
Hub 1
Hub 2

Startups/
Innovators

Hub n
Constant needs
collection,
providing
platforms for
experiments
and pilots in
a continuous
pattern
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accounts and submit Utilisation Certificate, which shall be subject to verification/
audit by the DIO appointed agency.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi launching the iDeX (innovations for Defence
Excellence) scheme at Mahabalipuram, Tamil Nadu on April 12, 2018.

project, upon dissolution of the collaboration, shall vest amongst the partners as
per their agreement on the subject, without Government rights being adversely
affected in any manner.
The company/institution/innovator (entity receiving support) shall be
responsible for protecting and maintaining the IPs generated in the project. The
Government and the company/institution/innovator shall set aside a certain
amount of royalty or the licence fee, payable by the government for utilisation by
the DIO in order to keep a track of the production out of the IPRs generated in the
project. This royalty is finalised on a case-to-case basis and is part of contract with
innovator. Export control regulations of Ministry of Defence apply to the export of
technology or product developed in the project.
Utilisation Certificate & Accounts
The entity receiving grant under this scheme is required to maintain proper

iDEX - Culture and Leadership
It is important to point out the differentiating factor of iDEX, in terms of the significant cultural and leadership paradigm shift that makes it work effectively. iDEX
works with minimal hierarchical control, embodying a flat structure and fostering
a collaborative culture amongst the various stakeholders. The Defence innovation
hubs would have to be given operational autonomy to enable the deployment of
defence innovation in a timely manner. This autonomy also allows for the “Fail Fast,
Recover Faster” policy - engage in multiple experiments, trying out existing and
emerging platforms. Failures from these are identified and weeded out early in the
cycle, winnowing the successful pilots towards faster scaling up.
This attitude is established by visionary leadership for DIO (iDEX). The leaders of iDEX have a fiercely independent mindset with the willingness to take on
rigid bureaucracies to keep true to the vision of iDEX’s role in making India’s
defence production establishment self-sufficient. They need core technology
adoption/commercialisation experience from across sectors. Direct access and
support from the MoD is crucial for taking on high-return risky projects which
require extensive discretion in decision making. Finally, the leaders will need to
work with a startup mindset, initiating multiple pilot projects early and shutting
down the failures without hesitation.
Activities which cannot be funded
• Cost overruns: The entity shall bear the additional cost in case of cost overruns.
• Cost of land and buildings
• Establishment of new R&D centers
• Writing of books or reports or collection of statistics or service
• Interest
• Bad debts
• Contributions or donations
• Fines and penalties
• Advocacy and business development
• Loss of other contracts
• Expenditure incurred by applicant before the approval of the project
• Re-financing
• Entertainment 

Naval Group presents its leading
technologies at DEFEXPO

F

rom February 5-9, 2020, Naval Group is parium silver oxide technology which allows the torpedo
ticipating in the eleventh edition of DefExpo,
to enjoy higher range and maximum available speed,
the land, naval and internal homeland security
making it a much more lethal weapon than other
systems exhibition of India. Naval Group is showcasavailable torpedoes. The F21 offers maximum safety,
ing its successful efforts in building industrial partas it is designed to never explode on-board a submanerships with Indian industry and shipyards and
rine even in case of fire on the platform or accidental
presenting the state-of-the-art innovations created
firing. Naval Group as a manufacturer, integrator as
for modern navies at their booth, demonstrating its
well as developer of the advanced combat managecapabilities in modern ship and submarine building
ment systems of these torpedoes also undertakes the
and servicing along with high tech naval solutions.
complex task of seamless integration of this torpedo
Naval Group’s cutting-edge technologies include:
on-board the Scorpene submarines.
SMX 3.0: With a displacement of 3,000 tonnes,
Naval XPlore: Naval Group innovates by introSMX 3.0 integrates the latest digital technologies for
ducing the Naval XPlore for the 50th edition of the
INS Khanderi at sea
strengthened operational efficiency and significant
exhibition. To respond to the needs of customers,
versatility of use. Naval Group and Dassault Systèmes
Naval Group created aninteractive digital environare partnering on this project to design a ship tailored to improve the level of com- ment to present its customer-specific offers in immersive settings to the navies
fort for the women and men onboard. The on-board data systems are now com- coming to DefExpo.
pletely interconnected, robust, secure, fast and upgradeable.
A long-lasting industrial cooperation by Naval Group India created in 2008
Scorpene: This submarine is capable of carrying out all types of missions, as 100 per cent owned subsidiary of the group is dedicated to create sustainable
such as anti-surface vessel warfare, anti-submarine warfare, long-range strikes, and sovereign industrial partnership in naval defence in India. Having estabspecial operations or intelligence gathering. It is extremely stealthy and fast, and is lished for more than a decade the Indian subsidiary with dedicated support
equipped with weapon launching tubes, and various weapons (torpedoes, missiles, from the French headquarters, have paved the way for many successful project
mines). Over 14 Scorpene submarines were sold by Naval Group internationally.
milestones synced with the ‘Make in India’ policy of the Indian Government. The
Belh@rra: This combat and crisis management frigate empowers modern navies, P75 program is an illustration of the successful indigenisation process wherein,
who seek to adapt to the digitisation of the warfare. Ensuring naval supremacy, this the fourth made-in-India Scorpene® class submarine, the Vela, was launched in
compact all-digital frigate performs all the operations conducted by large surface ves- Mumbai on May 6, 2019, and INS Khanderi, the second of P75 Scorpene class
sels with increased precision and high level anti-air, anti-surface, anti-submarine and submarine was commissioned on September 28 last year in the hands of Raksha
anti-asymmetric warfare capabilities.
Mantri Rajnath Singh. 
F21 Heavy Weight Torpedo: The French navy’s heavy weight torpedo offers
advanced selfguided mode, shallow and confined water capabilities. The alumin—Rear Admiral R.K. Shrawat (Retd), CMD, Naval Group India
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A Strong and
Committed Partner to
the ‘Make in India’ vision
SP’s Team interacts with G.S. Selwyn, Managing Director, MTU India, in the background of DefExpo 2020
SP’s Team (SP’s): What are you showcasing at the DefExpo?
G.S. Selwyn (Selwyn): Our focus at the DefExpo 2020 is to showcase our capabilities to partner India in both land and naval defence. From our Rolls-Royce Power
Systems portfolio, we hope to familiarise our Indian defense customers with the
MTU Marine Automation EM 50-2 Integrated Bridge System. We would also like
to highlight the MTU 8V199 engine suitable for tracked and wheeled military
vehicles. It is a highly compact, turbocharged and water-cooled machine which
can be easily adapted to the customer demands. We remain committed to serving India’s defence needs through our vast portfolio of technologically advanced
products, as well as through collaboration for co-development initiatives.
SP’s: How are you supporting ‘Make in India’?
Selwyn: Rolls-Royce has been a proponent of the ‘Make in India’ vision for over 60
years, having pioneered the manufacturing partnership model for our engines to
be ‘Made in India’ under license by HAL in 1956.
Today, Rolls-Royce continues to be a strong and committed partner to the
‘Make in India’ vision of the Indian government. Rolls-Royce Power Systems
enjoys a strong presence in India with its Pune-based MTU business that has
been supporting sales and servicing of MTU engines. We have formed a joint
venture with automaker Force Motors named Force MTU Power Systems. As part

of the joint-venture, Rolls-Royce Power Systems will move the manufacturing of
its entire line of 1,600 series MTU engines from Germany to the manufacturing
facility near Pune by 2020. In addition, our engineering centre in Pune delivers
excellent solutions to the Marine and Power Systems businesses. Our talent pool
of high-skilled engineers, support research and development programmes. Our
training centre in Pune also provides classroom training and hands-on learning
experience on various Engines and Controls. We are also proud that MTU engines
power India’s indigenously built Arjun Main Battle tank and will remain keen to
support such programmes.
SP’s: What are the opportunities you see in the Indian Naval market?
Selwyn: We are looking at the DefExpo as a significant platform as India continues to re-evaluate its military needs and pursues modernisation of its warfare
technologies. We already power several vessels of the Indian Navy and Coast
Guard. Our latest offering is the MTU Marine Automation EM 50-2 Integrated
Bridge System. Looking to the future, our ‘Propulsion System Integration’ (PSI)
capability will further help in offering of complete drive-line integrated system
solutions to naval customers across the world. Rolls-Royce is firmly committed
to serve the needs of the Indian Navy and is keen to customise its advanced
technology products to best serve the Navy’s power needs. 

TATRA TRUCKS:
VERSATILE VEHICLES
105 M AOPV

Goa Shipyard Ltd

FPV

STRENGTHENING
INDIA’S
DEFENCE SINCE 1957

Frigate

NOPV

OUR FOOTPRINTS
PRODUCTS PROFILES

CERTIFICATIONS

8x8 recovery vehicle

T

ATRA TRUCKS is one of the world’s oldest automotive company with a
manufacturing tradition reaching back 168 years. TATRA all-wheel drive
off-road vehicles with a unique chassis concept, which is based on a backbone tube and independent swinging half axles made in drive configurations
ranging from 4x4 to 16x16, are the key element in the equipment of the Army of
the Czech Republic while also being used by armed forces all around the world.
80% of the production of the company is exported and aside from standard model
ranges, customized trucks are also tailor-made for customers. 
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Tactical Heron Joins
IAI/MALAT’s UAS Stables

I

AI’s MALAT has extended the Heron Family of Unmanned Aerial Systems
(UAS), adding a lighter weight variant optimised for tactical operations. The
new tactical Heron offers the Heron capabilities customers have already
become accustomed to, in terms of size, weight, robustness, and operational
flexibility matching tactical operations.
The T-Heron can fly at a maximum speed of 120 kmph, climb to a maximum
altitude of 24,000 feet and remain on a mission for 24 hours. With a maximum
takeoff weight of 600 kg, less than half the weight of the Heron I, the T-Heron can
carry a useful weight of 180 kg, supporting multiple sensors for reconnaissance
and intelligence surveillance and ongoing surveillance missions. On each mission, T-Heron can carry few payloads, including radars, EO/IR, SIGINT, COMINT,
along with broadband datalinks, operating in line-of-sight and over a satellite terminal, supporting the simultaneous download of information from all payloads.
Maintaining a cruising altitude of 21,000 ft, the T-Heron can use long-range EO/
IR payloads looking 100 km deep across borders. This capability is unique to the
T-Heron of all tactical UAS, providing valuable intelligence while remaining at
standoff range from the enemy’s air defence.

IFF/TCAS for identification and collision avoidance.
The T-Heron is designed to operate in extreme environmental conditions,
including high altitude, a temperature range of -40 to +55°C, crosswinds of 20
knots, and rain flow of 50mm per hour.
IAI’s standard iUCS mission control systems are used to conduct the mission
from the ground. The iUCS supports all mission phases, platform, and payloads.
The modular iUCS supports different configurations for tactical deployment in
armored vehicles or shelters, maritime, and airborne platforms. The system is
designed to operate with a single crewmember or stack several iUCS to support
larger crews on more complex missions. The T-Heron’s payloads can also be controlled from portable terminals, using the two-way remote terminal (RVT).
Built to operate from short, unpaved surfaces, T-Heron relies on integral brakes,
power, and cooling, and is independent of specialised ground support equipment
such as arresting cable, power and cooling carts. The system is stored and transported
in two standard 20-foot ISO air-deployable containers, requiring two vehicles for
field operation. On tactical deployment, the system can minimise the support crew,
utilising the Heron family ‘Long Runner’ remote operation feature, forward-deployed

T-Heron of all tactical UAS, provide valuable intelligence while remaining at standoff range from the enemy’s air defence

The platform features a highly efficient design for tactical ISR missions. The
retractable forward landing gear clears the view for the EO/IR and radar sensors, while placements for COMINT/SIGINT antennae are located on the wingtips and booms to minimise obstruction and maximize antennae separation
for optimal performance. Wing-mounted pods carry additional electronic s
ensors or expendable payloads such as markers or lifeboats on search and rescue missions.
The T-Heron uses a 70 per cent downscaled Heron I design. With 10-metre
wingspan and low center of gravity placed well within the large, rectangular payload bay, the T-Heron provides a robust, flexible platform carrying internal and
external payloads to meet different payload configurations supporting various
missions. The wings are reinforced and fitted with hardpoints supporting external
carriage. The new variant is designed and built as a certifiable UAS, in compliance
with STANAG 4671 standard. Addressing all the Standard’s criteria, T-Heron uses
a FAR33 certified Rotax 912iSC aviation engine, and fully redundant safety-critical
systems including power distribution, flight control, and communications. The
aircraft has an integral ‘pilot window,’ using a tail-mounted panoramic camera
and provisions for deicing ensuring flight safety at high altitude and in icing conditions. To enable sharing the airspace with civilian aircraft, T-Heron also carries
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T-Heron can be controlled remotely from a control center, performing all functions,
including takeoff, landing, and taxing without relying on local support teams. IAI
offers customers a full logistics package, providing flight line, intermediate and depot
level (D level) maintenance and support, ensuring complete independence.
The T-Heron joins the successful, combat-proven Heron Family, the leader
of IAI MALAT’s Unmanned Aerial Systems stables. Boasting more than 17,00,000
operational flight hours in the service of 50 countries worldwide, IAI’s Heron
Family now includes four variants. These variants perform missions spanning 24
hours and more, carry payloads of 180 kg to 1 tonne, support Intelligence, Reconnaissance and Surveillance (ISR) operations in strategic, operational, tactical missions, as well as Homeland Security (HLS), Search and Rescue (SAR), Maritime
Patrol, and Anti-Submarine (MP/AS) missions. 
IAI is a world leader in both the defense and commercial markets, delivering
state-of-the-art technologies and systems. To learn about the wide range of IAI’s
capabilities and the innovative solutions in Space, Air, Land, Naval Cyber and HLS
domains, you are invited to visit us at Booth R33, DefExpo India 2020 Exhibition.
—Lital Ben Ari, Corporate Communications, IAI
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AMPL: Supporting India’s Aerospace & Defence Sector

T

he large scale modernisation of India’s defence
AMPL has recently started a new R&D centre in Benforces is on the anvil, and the next decade is likely to
galuru which will focus on developing complete systems.
see an exponential growth in the strategic electronics sector. Emerging technologies are going to reshape
Mass Manufacturing
modern warfare by harnessing the power of electronics.
AMPL believe that the finished product is only as good
This, in turn, will make the Indian strategic electronics
as the manufacturing facility, which is why AMPL
(SE) sector, mainly comprising Aerospace and Defence,
ensure that every item of equipment used meets the
a vibrant industry. India is the seventh largest aerospace
most demanding global standards of precision and perand defence (A&D) market globally.
formance. This in turn ensures the matchless quality of
Astra Microwave Products Ltd has been spearheading
every product that leaves the premises.
ATE ATS FACILITY
the Design, Development and Manufacturing of RF and
AMPL has already made huge investment on infraMicrowave components, Super components and related technologies to Aerospace structure, facilities and trained manpower for mass manufacturing of RF & Micro& Defence sectors. AMPL is playing a major role in developing complex and strategic wave components, Super components and subsystems, for both the Indian market
systems within the country. The following are the area in which AMPL has focussed to as well as the export market based on the Offset programme fulfilment.
be a leader to take up the IDDM products.
Elaborate & Comprehensive Test & Measurement Facility
Research & Development
Test and Measurement is the foundation on which all successful designs are
The first & foremost requirement for achieving self-reliance under IDDM is to built. The exhaustive Test facility includes, RF & Digital test equipment for testinvest in R&D. Astra, has a well-established team of senior R&D professionals who ing at component, subsystem levels as well as during the bulk manufacturing.
have decade-plus experience with government research organisations such as Automated test Equipment for testing of very large numbers of Transmit/Receive
DRDO and ISRO. It has good relationship with many domestic and global OEMs. modules for both domestic market and export market has also been created. MiliThe promoters of the company are Technocrats with 20-25 years of R&D experi- tary and Space qualification is another major requirement met with the facilities
ence and have previously worked with these organisations. A strong technical team like the Environmental tests, HAL/HAS and the EMI/EMC facility. This combined
and relationship with key customers have helped Astra successfully develop new with high end facilities that includes Hermetic and Laser Sealing equipment
products/sub-systems for defence/space related programmes.
combined with gross and fine leak testing ensures that products meet stringent
During the Global restrictions on supply of some of the key components to the requirements of hermetic sealing.
Defence & Space departments, AMPL has risen to the need of the hour with unflagging enthusiasm and a capacity to rapidly absorb new technological breakthrough System Integration & Testing
into the scheme of operations. This has in turn enhanced the capability to deal with AMPL Bengaluru Unit has created System Integration and Test facility like the Near
a growing market with ever changing technological requirements. Sensing this need, Field Test Range (NFTR) for calibration and collimation of Active Phased Array
a Component Design Centre along with Backend processing of the wafers for Mono- Radars, & System Assembly Hall with built-in 10 tonne EOT crane and a host of most
lithic Microwave Integrated Circuits (MMIC), was established. This comprehensive modern assembly tools and fixtures. These facilities are useful and are mandatory for
facility has been able to turnout a chain of MMIC components indigenously.
Design Development and Manufacturing of Radar systems & EW systems. 

Upgrade to the future BY L&T

T

ypical life span of any military equipment is of the
site with limited infrastructure, in the user country,
order of 20-25 years. However, it seldom happens
since it is in active service and can not be simply taken
that the equipment is retired after 20-25 years,
out for upgrade. Thus upgrading a legacy equipment
but it continues to be exploited further. As the equiprequires very strong innovation and research & develment ages, it finds several challenges. Many a times,
opment capabilities, in order to effectively address
user runs out of spares stocked, the Original Equipment
these challenges.
Manufacturer (OEM) would have shut his shop, stopped
L&T with its long legacy of research & development
manufacturing the spares or the equipment itself, or
and product development background in defence
the OEM company would have changed hands through
products, has been able to take up many such upgrade
many owners, where the product is no more relevant or
challenges and deliver effectively cost-effective soluimportant for the company. There can be geopolitical
tions to the armed forces. L&T has already successalignments, which would have prevented the user from
fully developed Air Defence Guns upgrades for the
BMP-II UPGRADE
approaching the OEM for further help. Meanwhile the
1960s vintage L70 and Zu-23 guns. L&T has successtechnology would have moved ahead leaps and bounds
fully upgraded the Indian Grad BM-21 launchers. L&T
and the equipment and its performance would look lacklustre compared to con- has developed firepower upgrade and mobility upgrade for Armoured Fighting
temporary products, or even the threat scenario would have changed, say from Vehicles like the BMP-2 and T-72 and has successfully upgraded Light Armoured
symmetric to unsymmetrical, making it hard for the equipment to cope up with the Vehicles for a friendly foreign country.
current requirements.
These upgrade solutions are modular in nature, and can be customised, based
With 20-25 years of age of the equipment, the user is already in a strategic on the available systems and operational tactics & strategy.
dilemma. On one hand he has an equipment, which had served him in the times
The upgrades possibilities typically include:
of crisis, his men are well trained with the equipment, he has most of the logis- 	Night Fighting capability using state of the art Thermal Imager, Day Camera &
tic chain in place, he has invested significantly to acquire, maintain and sustain
Laser Range Finder
the equipment over the years, while on the other hand he already knows that 	Effective Engagement using Digital Fire Control System – capable of calculatthe equipment is becoming obsolete, becoming difficult to maintain, the perforing firing solutions in real time, on the move
mance is degrading and the new contemporary, state of the art equipment is look- 	Automatic target tracking – enabling the gunner to track and engage multiple
ing very promising. With the funds available for such capital procurement, many
targets effectively
of the times it is challenging to replace the complete inventory in one shot, more 	Automated operations using Electro-mechanical laying system & stabilisation
over induction of new equipment in significant quantities takes time. Thus, many
systems, etc
times it is a practical choice for the user to replace part of the inventory with new 	New Mobility Systems addressing the obsolescence & maintenance issues
state of the art equipment, while the rest of the equipment can be upgraded at a 	Repowering with new generation Powerpacks
fractional cost to extend the life of the equipment as well as enhance the perfor- 	Rugged and reliable digital electronics & power supply Systems
	Ergonomic man-machine interface
mance to be comparable with the new equipment.
Thus in today’s changing geopolitics, changing threat scenarios and with limHowever upgrading the legacy equipment has its own challenge. Most of
the time the design data or documentation is not available. The access to the ited budgets, effective equipment upgrades offers a new hope to increase perforequipment itself is limited. Generally, the equipment need to be upgraded at mance, add life and sustain existing equipment in a more cost-effective way. 
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committed to building,
trust, technology
development and
strategic
collaboration
with India
William L. Blair, Vice President & Chief Executive, Lockheed
Martin India in conversation with SP’s Team
Defence Minsiter Rajnath singh with DR vivek lall
at Lockheed martin’s stall at defexpo 20

SP’s Team (SP’s): What kind of a supplier ecosystem has Lockheed Martin created over the past three decades of your presence in India? To what extent is it
a part of your global supply chain?
William L. Blair (Blair): We have been committed
to building, trust, technology development and strategic collaboration with India. We have two state-ofthe-art manufacturing joint ventures in Hyderabad,
India with Tata Advanced Systems [Tata Lockheed
Martin Aerostructures Ltd (TLMAL); Tata Sikorsky Aerospace Ltd. (TSAL)]. This partnership with
TASL also includes an on-the-job training element
that supports the broader “Skills India” initiative. In
early 2019, TLMAL delivered the 100th C-130J Super
Hercules empennage from its manufacturing facility located near Hyderabad. The delivery milestone
highlights the success of Lockheed Martin’s ‘Make
in India’ partnership with Tata.
Our joint venture in Hyderabad between Tata
and Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation manufactures components for the S-92 commercial helicopter. The facility is also fully integrated into the global supply
chain and bears testimony to our contribution to the development of Indo-US
defence industrial partnership. Lockheed Martin’s Sikorsky partnership with
Tata Advanced Systems Limited (TASL) on the S-92 programme has positively
impacted India’s defence economy. Lockheed Martin’s Sikorsky partnership
with Tata Advanced Systems Limited (TASL) has positively impacted India’s
defence economy, and the contributions of Hyderabad have helped the S-92 aircraft surpass more than 1.6 million flight hours, to date. Programmes like these
create opportunities for knowledge-sharing and strategic technology and strengthen the industries
of all involved.
We see tremendous strength
and opportunity in India’s defence
industry - both private and public. We are committed to fostering
growth of India’s defense industry
well into the future and actively
looking for strategic Indian industry
partners across the country - Indian
companies of all sizes, including large, Micro, Small & Medium
Enterprises (MSMEs) and startups
throughout India.

SP’s: What are the cutting-edge technologies that Lockheed Martin is bringing
to India as a part of its offset requirement?
Blair: Lockheed Martin has been diligently discharging its offset obligations in
India since 2009. This has delivered
extensive economic benefits through
investment, skills training, transfer
of technology and exports. Our two
successful joint ventures in Hyderabad have been a key part of helping
India achieve its goal of developing
an aerospace and defense supplier
ecosystem, promote indigenous
manufacturing and participating in
the global supply chain, contributing
to ‘Make in India’ initiatives.
The investments related have
contributed
in
manufacturing
equipment, tooling, intellectual
property and non-recurring engineering; and contributed to the private Indian industry revenues and
exports. They have also resulted in
the training and employment of
over 1,500 individuals in aerospace
engineering, manufacturing and
management jobs in India. 
SIKORSKY’s MH-60R HELICOPTER

SP’s: What are the programmes
that you have supported to create
an environment of capacity-building in India?
Blair: The India Innovation Growth
Programme (IIGP) 2.0 is a unique
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tri-partite initiative of the Department of Science and Technology (DST), Government of India, Lockheed Martin and Tata Trusts. Supporting the Government
of India’s missions of Start-up India and ‘Make in India’, IIGP 2.0 enhances the
Indian innovation ecosystem by enabling innovators and entrepreneurs through
the stages of ideation and innovation to develop technology-based solutions for
tomorrow.
Launched in 2007, India Innovation Growth Programme (IIGP) has been one
of India’s longest standing public-private partnerships.
Aimed at developing entrepreneurship in India, IIGP 2.0 is the only publicprivate partnership of its kind in India that spawns indigenous innovation by
training budding innovators in world-class strategies, promoting and providing
incubation and acceleration support, and assisting in business development.
The programme is designed to accelerate the launch of early-stage Indian
technologies into the global marketplace.
The first 10 years of the programme focused on building an innovation pipeline and best practices in India by offering training and mentoring support to
entrepreneurs.
Based on the learnings of implementing the program for over a decade, the
IIGP Version 2.0 was launched in 2017 to address specific gaps like lack of risk
capital for high-technology based start-ups and lack of market opportunities for
emerging start-ups.
So far, 400 business agreements have been reached through this programme
and generated almost $1 billion for the Indian Economy.
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j{kk {ks= ds jk"Vªh; vkSj varjkZ"Vªh; fo'ks"kK gq, 'kkfey

Ms

Q,Dliks 20 ds nkSjku ÞbafM;k& n beÉtx fMQsl
a eSU;qQSDpÇjx gcß fo"k;
ij dÃ varjkZ"Vªh; lsfeukjksa dk vk;kstu gqvkA bl ckj ,Dliks esa j{kk {ks=
esa fMftVy ifjorZu ij è;ku dsfa ær fd;k x;kA lsfeukj ds nkSjku j{kk
m|ksx dks fMftVy ds fglkc ls vkèkqfud cukus ij cy fn;k x;kA bldk mís';
bl ifjorZu ds iqjksèkkvksa dks ,d eap çnku djuk Hkh FkkA ;s vk;kstu MsQ,Dliks
ifjlj fLFkr ehfM;k dUos'a ku lsVa j esa fofHkUu lsfeukj vkSj d‚UÝsl
a g‚y esa gq,
ftlesa fd baMLVªh Qksje] baVjus'kuy Qksju] ÇFkd VSDa l] ehfM;k gkml] Mh-ih-,l-;w-]
Mh-th-D;w-,-@,evksMh vkfn 'kkfey gq,A bu lsfeukjksa esa ,u-,l-Mh-lh-@fefuLVªh
v‚Q fLdy Msoy
s iesVa ds vykok mÙkj çns'k] rfeyukMq] rsyx
a kuk vkSj vkaèkz çns'k
dh ljdkjksa usa Hkh Hkkx fy;kA vyx&vyx ns'kksa dh fo'ks"k lsfeukjksa ds vykok Fkhe
vkèkkfjr lsfeukjksa dk Hkh vk;kstu fd;k x;k] ftuesa Hkkjr&vesfjdk] Hkkjr&btjk;y]
Hkkjr&dksfj;k vkSj Hkkjr&Ýkal j{kk lg;ksx vfHk;ku 'kkfey gSAa j{kk {ks= ds jk"Vªh;
vkSj varjkZ"Vªh; fo'ks"kKksa dks fofHkUu lsfeukjksa ds fy, oäkvksa ds :i esa vkeaf=r
fd;k x;k FkkA
bu lsfeukj dh foLr`r tkudkjh MsQ,Dliks&20 dh osclkbV (https://defexpo.
gov.in) vkSj MsQ,Dliks&20 eksckby ,si ij miyCèk gSA

o"kks± esa 80 çfr'kr dh o`f) ns[kh xÃ gSA blh vofèk esa j{kk fu;kZr esa Hkh o`f) ns[kh
xÃ gSA Hkkjr esa 41 vk;qèk dkj[kkus vkSj ukS Mh-ih-,l-;w- ¼j{kk lkoZtfud {ks= dh
bdkbZ;ka½ gSa tks j{kk fofuekZ.k ij è;ku nsrh gSaA buls jk"Vª ,d etcwr j{kk vkS|ksfxd
vkèkkj ds :i esa viuh mifLFkfr ntZ djrk gSA osfcukj esa Hkkjr ds futh {ks= ds
ckjs esa Hkh çdk'k Mkyk x;k] ftlesa j{kk vkSj ,;jLisl {ks= esa rduhdksa dks viukus
vkSj fodflr djus dh fof'k"Vrk,a fn[kkÃ xb±A 2019 esa j{kk fofuekZ.k ds fy, futh
{ks= dks dqy 442 vkS|ksfxd ykblsal tkjh fd, x,A Hkkjrh; daifu;ka la;qä m|e
Hkkxhnkj daifu;ksa ds fy, Hkh Hkjkslsean lkfcr gqÃ gSaA blls vkmVlksÉlx ds voljksa
esa o`f) gqÃ gS] ftlds ekè;e ls Hkkjrh; daifu;ka fons'kh vks-Ã-,e- ¼ewy mRikn
fuekZrk½ dh oSfÜod vkiwÆr J`a[kyk esa lQyrkiwoZd [kqn dks ,dh—r djus esa l{ke
gqÃ gSaA futh {ks= ds fofuekZ.k us igys gh 2-4 fcfy;u M‚yj dk vkadM+k Nw fy;k
gS vkSj Hkkjrh; daifu;ksa ds fu;kZr cktkj esa vkus ds ckn] ;g la[;k vxys dqN o"kks±
esa dkQh c<+us dk vuqeku gSA futh {ks= esa mRikn dh Js.kh esa bysDVª‚fud o‚jQs;j
flLVe] jMkj o ,fo;ksfuDl flLVe] dE;wfuds'ku flLVe] usfoxs'kuy baLVªwesaV~l]
ukbV fotu fMokbl] y‚ftfLVd Oghdy] j‚dsV ykapj] lsalj] fleqysVj] ,E;wfu'ku
gkMZos;j] eSdsfudy ¶;wt] çksVsD'ku bfDoIesaV~l] cSfyfLVd ç‚MDV vkfn 'kkfey gSaA

MsQ,Dliks&20% osfcukj dh J`a[kyk esa fo'ks"kKksa us j[ks fopkj

Hkkjr dk y{; 2027 rd 70 izfr'kr vkRefuHkZj j{kk
fofuekZ.k ns'k gksuk gS

j{kk ea=ky; us fMQsal ,Dliks 20 dks ysdj 10 fnlacj] 2019 ls osc vkèkkfjr
lsfeukj ¼osfcukj½ dh ,d J`a[kyk dk vk;kstu fd;k FkkA osfcukj dk usr`Ro fofHkUu
{ks=ksa ds fo'ks"kKksa us fd;k] ftuesa Hkkjr ljdkj ds çeq[k oSKkfud lykgdkj çksQslj
ds- fot; jk?kou] Mh-vkj-Mh-vks- ds vè;{k M‚- lrh'k jsìh] M‚- gfjukjk;.k] Hkkjr
QkstZ fyfeVsM ds ps;jeSu o ,e-Mh- ckck dY;k.kh] fluÆt;k QkmaMs'ku ds laLFkkid
o vè;{k lkbeu] vkÃ-vkÃ-Vh- fHkykÃ ds funs'kd o j{kk ds fy, vkÆVfQf'k;y
baVsfytsal VkLd QkslZ ds lnL; M‚- jtr ewuk vkfn us fd;kA osfcukj ds fo"k;
'kS{kf.kd #fp ds vykok j{kk] ,;jksLisl o lqj{kk m|ksx vkfn FksA çR;sd l= esa
,d&,d çfrHkkxh dks loZJs"B ç'u iwNus ds fy, fotsrk ds :i esa pquk x;k FkkA
osfcukj dks ;w&Vîwc pSuy ij ykbo Hkh fd;k x;k FkkA
osfcukj ls tqM+È fjd‚ÉMx MsQ,Dliks&20 dh osclkbV https://defexpo.gov.in
vkSj ;w&Vîwc ij miyCèk gSaA

Hkkjr dk ?kjsyw j{kk {ks= j{kk fofuekZ.k dsaæ ds :i esa mHkjk gS
/kuq"k rksi

,echVh vtZqu

Hkkjr dk ?kjsyw j{kk {ks= fiNys ikap o"kks± esa dqy j{kk mRiknu esa 80 çfr'kr dh
o`f) ds lkFk j{kk fofuekZ.k gc ds :i esa mHkjk gSA lkFk gh futh {ks= Hkh cM+s iSekus
ij j{kk vkSj ,;jksLisl çkS|ksfxfd;ksa dks viuk jgk gS] ftlls ns'k dh j{kk {kerk,a
yxkrkj c<+ jgh gSaA fiNys n'kd esa] varjkZ"Vªh; ç.kkyh esa Hkkjrh; dh fLFkfr esa ,d
xaHkhj ifjorZu ns[kk x;k gSA Hkkjr ,d ,slk ns'k gS] ftldh 7]517 fdyksehVj dh
rVjs[kk vkSj 15]000 fdyksehVj dh Hkwfe lhek gS] tks ikap ns'kksa ds lkFk tqM+k gqvk gSA
blds vfrfjä] ns'k ds l'kL= cyksa ¼nqfu;k esa nwljk lcls cM+k½ ds toku jsfxLrku
esa 50 fMxzh lsfYl;l ls vfèkd vkSj fl;kfpu esa &40 fMxzh lsfYl;l rd rkieku esa
eqLrSn gSaA ofj"B fuos'k fo'ks"kK t;ar Çlg us MsQ,Dliks 20 dks ysdj vk;ksftr ,d
osfcukj esa mYys[k fd;k fd ;g ,d gn rd Hkkjr dh j{kk mRiknu vko';drkvksa
dks fuèkkZfjr djrk gSA gky ds o"kks± esa ns[kk x;k gS fd Hkkjr esa j{kk mRiknu vkSj
fu;kZr {kerkvksa esa egRoiw.kZ lqèkkj gqvk gSA dqy feykdj j{kk mRiknu esa fiNys ikap
www.defexpo.gov.in

lky 2024 rd Hkkjr dks 5 fVªfy;u M‚yj dh vFkZO;oLFkk cukus ds fy, Þesd bu
bafM;kß vfHk;ku ds rgr j{kk dks lcls çfrf"Br {ks= ds :i esa ekU;rk nh xÃA
,sls esa j{kk m|ksx dks vkRefuHkZj cukuk çkFkfed mís'; cu x;k gSA dÃ ekSdksa ij
fudV Hkfo"; esa vkRefuHkZj j{kk m|ksx cukus ds egRo vkSj gfFk;kjksa ds vk;kr ij
fuHkZjrk de djus dh vko';drk ij cy fn;k x;k gSA Hkkjr dks ,d çeq[k j{kk
fofuekZ.k dsaæ vkSj j{kk fu;kZrd cukus ds fy, Þesd bu bafM;kß ¼,e-vkÃ-,-½ ds rgr
dÃ dne mBk, x, gSaA lky 2024 rd Hkkjr dks 5 fVªfy;u M‚yj dh vFkZO;oLFkk
cukus ds fy, ,e-vkÃ-,- ds rgr j{kk {ks= dks lcls çeq[k {ks=ksa esa ls ,d ds :i
esa fo'ks"k :i ls çnÆ'kr fd;k tk jgk gSA ofj"B fuos'k fo'ks"kK t;ar Çlg us
ÞMsQ,Dliks 2020 vkSj j{kk {ks= esa fuos'k ds voljß fo"k; ij iwoZ esa vk;ksftr ,d
osfcukj esa dgk Fkk] j{kk {ks= esa Hkkjr dh vkRefuHkZjrk ds fy, Fky lsuk us fiNys
,d n'kd esa viuh {kerkvksa dks vkèkqfud vkSj xq.kkRed :i ls mUur djus ds fy,
,d O;kid ;kstuk rS;kj dh gSA Hkkjr dh ;kstuk rhuksa lsukvksa dks mUur djus ij
150 fcfy;u M‚yj [kpZ djus dh gSA ljdkj Lons'kh j{kk fofuekZ.k ds ekè;e ls
bl vkèkqfudhdj.k vfHk;ku dks iwjk djus ds fy, çfrc) gSA fiNys lky j{kk ea=h
us ;g Hkh mYys[k fd;k Fkk fd j{kk fofuekZ.k {ks= dks vkRefuHkZj cukus ds fy, dne
mBk, tk jgs gSaA uÃ çkS|ksfxdh gLrkarj.k ¼Vh-vks-Vh-½ uhfr dh çfØ;k py jgh gS]
tks Mh-vkj-Mh-vks- ¼j{kk vuqlaèkku vkSj fodkl laxBu½ fodflr çkS|ksfxfd;ksa dks
m|ksx esa LFkkukarfjr djus dk ekxZ ç'kLr djsxkA mUgksaus ;g Hkh mYys[k fd;k fd
flracj 2019 rd 900 ls vfèkd Vh-vks-Vh- ykblsaÇlx le>kSrksa ij m|ksx ds lkFk
gLrk{kj gks pqds gSa] tks j{kk fuekZ.k {ks= dks vkRefuHkZj cukus dh fn'kk esa ,d cM+k
dne gSA t;ar Çlg us dgk] Hkkjrh; lsuk ds dqy vfèkxzg.k vkns'k dk 75 izfr'kr
Hkkjrh; Qeks± ds ikl gSA ljdkj us lky 2027 rd j{kk fofuekZ.k esa 70 izfr'kr
vkRefuHkZjrk y{; Hkh fuèkkZfjr fd;k gSA gj rjg ls ladsr gS fd ge bl y{; dks
vkjke ls çkIr dj ik,axsA •
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n'kZdksa dks ea=eqXèk djrk l'kL= cyksa dk çn'kZu

y

[kuÅ esa py jgh ,f'k;k dh lcls cM+h j{kk çn'kZuh esa lSU; cyksa dk
ykbo Mseks vkd"kZ.k dk dsaæ cuk gqvk gSA blesa tgka VSad] yM+kdw foeku
tSls j{kk mRiknksa dh fo'ks"krk,a fn[kkÃ tk jgh gSa] ogÈ ;q)Hkwfe dk ,glkl
vkSj tokuksa dk 'kkS;Z n'kZdksa dks jksekafpr dj jgk gSA ;gka Hkkjrh; l'kL= cyksa }kjk
ykbo MseaLVªs'ku fu;fer :i ls fn;k tk jgk gSA
ykbo Mseks ds nkSjku l'kL= cyksa dk lkgl vkSj jksekap ns[kus yk;d gksrk
gSA Hkkjrh; lsuk dh Vhe ckbd ij fofHkUu jksekapd vkSj [krjukd LVaV djrh gS
rks n'kZd nkrksa rys maxyh nck nsrs gSaA iSjkVªwilZ rks n'kZdksa dks viuk flj mBkus
ds fy, etcwj dj nsrs gSaA vkleku esa mM+rs jax&fcjaxs xqCckjksa ds lkFk iSjkVªwilZ
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frjaxk cukrs gSa rks ;g –'; fugkjus dks etcwj dj nsrk gS vkSj yksx ns'kHkfä dh
Hkkouk ls vksrçksr gks tkrs gSaA tc dÃ foeku ,d lkFk mM+ku Hkjrs gSa rks vkleku
dh rLohj cny tkrh gSA gokÃ çn'kZu ds nkSjku fn[kkÃ tkus okyh vyx&vyx
lajpuk,a n'kZdksa dks ea=eqXèk dj nsrh gSaA ;gka çn'kZu {ks= dks ,d ;q)Hkwfe dk
Lo:i fn;k x;k gS] tgka lSU; cy fn[kkrs gSa fd tc nq'eu ns'k dh lhek esa
vkØe.k djrs gSa rks os fdl rjg gkykr dk lkeuk djrs gSaA çn'kZuh esa ,d
vLFkk;h iqy] gsfyd‚IVj] iSny lsuk ds lkFk&lkFk VSad vkSj rksi[kkus Hkh 'kkfey
fd, x, gSaA lsuk ds ykbo MseaLVªs'ku ls n'kZd vius tokuksa ds 'kkS;Z vkSj j{kk {ks=
dh le`) rduhdh ls :c: gksrs gSaA •
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RFP in $6.3 Billion Indian Navy submarine
programme soon: Defence Secretary

I

ndia will soon issue an RFP in the $6.3 billion programme to build a new line of six
diesel-electric submarines under Project
75(I), Defence Secretary Ajay Kumar declared on February 6 at a DefExpo seminar,
‘Indian Shipyards Going Global: Shipbuilding & MRO’.
“We’re proceeding ahead on the Strategic Partnership (SP) Model. Very shortly, we
will be going ahead with the RFP to identify a
Strategic Partner,” the Defence Secretary said
in his keynote address.
The new SP Model involves first shortlisting Indian companies and foreign OEMs in
separate but parallel processes. The shortlisted Indian companies are to bid in collaboration with the OEM, which will be
required to deliver deep transfer of technology.
“The Government is keen to open up the shipbuilding sector and provide a
level playing field for the public and private sector. This approach has increased
efficiency in our shipbuilding system. It’s a healthy trend,” Dr Kumar said.
“A large number of RFPs have been issued in the last 12 months after capacity
verification guidelines,” he added. “The new policy is to give long term orders (to
a shipyard) for up to 10 years,” the Defence Secretary said.
A representative of the private sector Larsen & Toubro called for a collaborative
approach through Public Private Partnership to boost exports of ships. “This would
create the right environment for Indian shipbuilding going global,” said Commodore
Mukesh Bhargava, executive director L&T Defence.
On promotion of exports in India’s shipbuilding Industry, Defence Secretary

Kumar said shipyards should make use of
the Line of Credit facility provided by India
as development assistance to friendly foreign
countries to push exports. “Industry should
make use of the Line of Credit to realise its
export potential,” he urged. Indian companies are given preference in providing equipment, infrastructure or services to these
countries under the Line of Credit.
The Defence Secretary suggested that the
Shipbuilding Industry prepare a roadmap for
indigenizing imports. “Scale of orders is important. The Government is happy to help,” he
said. He also urged Industry to work on standardization of parts, systems and aggregates
for military and commercial ships. “This will lead to reduction in costs and less build
time,” he said, suggesting that such measures would improve competitiveness.
Defence Secretary Kumar, while observing that shortcomings need to be
addressed for the shipbuilding industry to fully realise its potential, also took
note of the achievements. “India’s first indigenous aircraft carrier will be sailing
shortly. We are one of he few countries with that capability,” he said.
A session was also devoted to discussing the ‘Future of Aircraft Carriers’. It was
moderated by Rear Admiral DM Sudan (Retd). The panelists included Rear Admiral Mukul Asthana, Assistant Chief of Naval Staff (Air) and representatives from
General Atomics of the US and the UK Defence and Security Organisation. The
seminar was organized by the PHD Chambers of Commerce. 
—Vishal Thapar

Make in India Gets a Boost MDL receives award for
Outstanding Contribution
During DefExpo
in Naval Systems

M

azagon Dock Shipbuilders Limited (MDL) has been conferred with
Defence & Aeropsace Awards 2020 for ‘Outstanding Contribution In
Naval Systems’. Rear Admiral A.K. Saxena, Director (Shipbuilding) of
MDL received the award from Lt General Satish Dua in a function held at the at
Hotel Piccadily, Lucknow on February 6, 2020.
MDL for the past seven decades have been a key player in strengthening the
maritime defence of our nation. Country’s first indigenously built frigates, destroyers and conventional submarines were constructed and delivered by MDL. 
Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders Limited, Mumbai,
is one of the leading shipbuilding yard in India

An MoU exchanged between Dhananjay Mishra, CMD Yeoman and Dr Volker
Behrens, Managing Director, Schoenrock Germany

Y

eoman Marine Services Pvt Ltd. (YMSPL) is one of the largest and leading
shipbuilding sub contractor company in SME sector, in India. It has a major
presence in marine construction/repair field with officers and state-of-theart facilities all across the Indian peninsula throughout all the three sea fronts.
Recently, taking the advantages of ‘Make in India’ policy of Government of India,
the company has also entered into defence manufacturing.
During DefExpo 20, Yeoman has signed an MoU for transfer of high end
technology from IMS group, Norway for their marine products. IMS is the holding group for NAVINT, Italy and Schoenrock, Germany. They are world leading
companies for specialised marine doors such as Radar Suppression Doors, Helo
hanger doors and Marine Elevators for the warships. Under the MoU, IMS will
invest 60 per cent and Yeoman will take remaining share of 40 per cent in formation of Navint Naval Systems Pvt Ltd. This new Indian company of IMS will have
ToT from NAVINT Italy and Schoenrock Germany towards manufacturing their
high end products in India for Indian Armed Forces. 
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INDIAN NAVY
DISPLAYING
INDIGENOUS
DEVELOPMENTS

I

ndian Navy, along with DPSUs, large industry partners and MSMEs are displaying
some of the innovations and Indigenous products developed by them at DefExpo.
The display has been arranged in a Naval Pavilion in Hall No. 2 of DefExpo 20. The
naval pavilion showcases a wide range of products and technologies from Armament
and Weapons components, Advanced Electronics and Fire Control Systems and
scaled models, Test and Repair console developed for testing advanced electronics,
Indigenous components developed for Naval Aircrafts, Advanced designed and developed components for steam turbines, Different type of heat exchangers etc.
In addition to the above a small section of the pavilion has been dedicated to
showcase the aspects of ‘Enterprise-wide Net Centric Solutions’ developed for the
Navy. The section showcases Indian Navy’s capability in technological domains of
platform integration, design and development of Combat Management Systems,
Tactical Communications & Networks and IT Security solutions through functional system hardware.
Indian Navy’s quest for self-reliance through innovation and indigenisation
goes back six decades. Starting from the first small ship built for Indian Navy by
GRSE in 1961, Indian Navy has never looked back. From a humble beginning
Indian Navy over the years has fortified its indigenisation programmes and the
result is that, today we are not only building our own ships and submarines but
also Aircraft carriers which is a capability that very few nations in the world can
boast of. This journey has been long and arduous one, however the vision of Indian
Navy and the dedicated and focused approach to ensure self-reliance in all aspects
of shipbuilding and supportability for the assets built, has ensured rich dividends.
The journey of self-reliance has been traversed by Indian Navy with exceptional
contributions from DPSU/PSUs including Shipyards, DRDO, Large Industry partners and countless MSMEs. It is this industrial strength that enabled Indian Navy
to dream and achieve big.
While a lot of path has been travelled, there is no time for resting on the laurels
of the past. Therefore, Indian Navy has been constantly striving towards development of innovative technologies and indigenisation of equipment, subsystems
and components as import substitutes to achieve technological self-reliance in
close association with Indian industry. Indian Navy has also been at the forefront of using the recent schemes launched by the GoI towards ‘Make in India’. In

Make-II scheme, Indian Navy has issued Project Sanction Orders for four projects
so far and prototype for the first project is ready for trials. In addition Indian Navy
has launched six problem statements for start-ups and small industry under iDEX
scheme and 18 industry and start-ups are working on five problem statements
in close coordination with Naval Nodal officers. More have been shortlisted for
providing solution to the sixth problem statement.
The close association with industry and ensured Indian Navy quick and time
bound development of the planned projects. 

INDIAN ARMY DISPLAYS AT DEFEXPO 20

A

n experience gained in real time always stays longer with us, and the
Indian Army is caching exactly on this, becoming the centre of attraction for people visiting the 11th edition of the DefExpo 20. The Indian
army at the exhibition is letting you experience its essentials at your proximity.
Situated centrally in the open area, the army pavilion has a camouflage set-up
done for the visitors to travel through the narrow paths and learn how the ene-
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mies are deceived. Army men dressed as camouflage for the snow set-up as in
our Siachen border and the mountain set-up are also present. The giant tanks
like BMP-2 and T-90 along with Mahindra Defence vehicles guarded by our
soldiers are also placed beside the DRDO area which displays the Advanced
Towed Artillery Gun System (ATAGS) along with some other army entities on
static display. 
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IAF PUBLICITY PAVILION AT DEFEXPO 20

T

he Indian Air Force has set up a publicity pavilion in DefExpo 20 with a
view to optimise the opportunity and
propogate induction publicity amongst the
visitors of the DefExpo 20, especially the
target group youth and their parents.
The pavilion is made on a “look and
feel” theme wherein the target youth get an
opportunity to visit it, look at the exhibits
and/or get “hands on” experience of elements displayed therein.
The stall, has the following elements, all
laid down in an appealing manner so as to
fascinate the target youth and sow a seed in
their minds to choose iaf as a career option
in due course:
Career counselling section: This
section has assessors from IAF selection
boards, who facilitate one-on-one career
counselling to the youth giving them an
insight in to the manifold career opportunities available in the iaf, the pre-requisites
and the selection process.
IAF movie hall: This hall has a huge LED
screen which plays IAF videos relating to
induction, motivational videos, experiences
of pilots, etc.
Flying simulator: An advanced simulator at the pavilion enables visitors to have
hands on flying experience on diferrent aircraft available in the IAF. The motion seat of
the simulator gives a 4D effect, adding to its
dynamics.
Mobile gaming room: The IAF had
developed a mobile game application
“Indian Air Force: A Cut Above” to motivate

the tech savvy youth towards IAF in a gaming format. The mobile gaming room at the
pavilion allows the players to play this game
“one-on-one” with any person located any
where across the globe, whilst concurrently
providing the induction related information.
Display area: The display area has miniature models of iaf aircraft including LCA,
Apache, Chinook, Su-30, MiG-21, etc; mannequins depicting pilot in a G-suit, officers in
combat (field) dress and summer uniform.
It also has posters of Air Force hierarchy,
career prospects, history of the Indian Air
Force, etc.
Selfie point: Another attraction at the
pavilion is a selfie point which is a cut model
of a pilot in flying uniform in foreground
wherein the individual can super impose
his/her face and replicate themselves as a
pilot in uniform.
MiG-21 air frame: An air frame of MiG21 aircraft alongwith complete set of ammunition is kept alongside the pavilion as part
of static display.
Induction publicity exhibition vehicle
(IPEV): The IAF customised bus called the
IPEV is also placed in the pavilion. This gives
a replica of a visit to an airbase with aircraft
models, flying simulator, pilot models, touch
screen kiosks, etc. Laid on a movable platform so that it can be conveniently displayed
at any location in india.
The pavilion was visited by Chief of the
Air Staff Air Chief Marshal R.K.S. Bhadauria
and visitors in large number including dignitaries from various countries. 

DGAQA Outreach at DefExpo-20

T

o realize the dream of self-reliance in the
defence aerospace sector, Government of India
is putting special thrust on defence aerospace
for enhancing the participation of private industries
under its flagship programme i.e ‘Make in India’.
DGAQA stipulate the Quality Assurance requirement for the defence aerospace industry. DGAQA
is the Government designated Quality Assurance
Regulatory Authority for Military Aviation store
since 1954. Product certification and compliance
to the QA requirement are paramount in the field of
military aviation. Generating awareness about these
requirements for the growing industrial Diaspora of
this sector is to be focused.
DGAQA is showcasing products under its QA coverage as well as various schemes available to the aerospace industry under the umbrella of ‘Make in India’
programme. Various activities are also planned during
the DefExpo 20 such as on the spot events/quiz with
an objective to outreach for the industry, create awareness on the quality and certification requirements as
well as MoD schemes for promotion of indigenous
defence manufacturing. A facilitation desk is available
at DGAQA stall to address all the queries of MSMEs
and Private manufacturers.
Event Highlights
Major foreign and indigenous aerospace firms like
Collins Aerospace, Elbit Systems, Safran, Rafale
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International, Korea Aerospace Industries visited
the DGAQA stall and were apprised of various
schemes for Utilization of DGAQA Test Facilities,
Third Party Inspection, Registration of firms, Quality rating of Firms & Certification of Aviation Product by DGAQA for Promotion of Defence Export.
Senior official of DGAQA proactively visited
various Indian LSIs, MSMEs like Oriental Weaving &
Processing Mills Pvt Ltd, Agra, Tech Era Engineering
(I) Pvt Ltd, Pune, MKU Limited, New Delhi, Nucon
Alkan Aerospace Pvt Ltd, Hyderabad, Keela Tactical
Solutions (India) Pvt Ltd, New Delhi, Ajay Sensors
& Instruments, Bengaluru, and informed them on
various DGAQA provisions.
Approval of Test Laboratories and &
Providing Available Test Facilities of
DGAQA
In accordance with the theme of the day, two
conferences were held to inform various private
test labs on procedure for obtaining approval of
DGAQA to achieve competence in providing testing and calibration facilities to various indigenous
aerospace product manufacturers. The Director General AQA A.K. Bhatte and ADG (North &
Central Zone) informed that major aviation manufacturers will be provided DGAQA test facilities
through an easy single window process to meet
their testing requirements. 
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Go where others can’t.

The mission requirements supported by the Indian Air Force are as varied and vast as
India’s landscape. From the highest landing strip in the world to landscapes destroyed
by the forces of nature, the C-130J goes everywhere to support any mission. Tactical and
strategic, versatile and reliable, tried and tested, proven and ready. The C-130J Super
Hercules, India’s workhorse.
Learn more at lockheedmartin.com/india.
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